Abstract. dong-track sea level anomalies derived from Geosat altimeter data from November 1986 to November 1988 are assimilated by Kalman filtering into a wind-forced second-baroclinic vertical mode linear model of the tropical Atlantic Ocean. To save computer time, the filter is degraded, mostly by king the error covariance matrix of the estimate once the filter has reached its asymptotic behavior. Geosat altimeter data have been processed using improved corrections. The sea surface height variability signal is extracted using the classical along-track technique, relative to a complete reference cycle, and using only tracks longer than 2200 km. This processing has preserved oceanic signals both on large scales (above 1000 km) and on the mesoscale (around 200 km). Sea level anomalies predicted at Principe Island are close to in situ tide gage data, though some differences can be partly related to tidal or orbit error corrections. Oceanographic signals are analyzed from two different sets of fields: one issued from anisotropic space-time objective analysis of Geosat data and the other from the model assimilation. The latter appears as an interesting method to extract low-frequency and propagating signals. Along the equator, eastward propagating features are consistent with Kelvin waves correlated with mnal wind stress anomalies. Upwelling in the Gulf of Guinea is 1 month earlier in 1987 than in 1988. After elimination of the annual and semiannual signals by harmonic analysis, the residual signal over the whole tropical basin, decomposed into complex .empirical orthogonal functions, is found dominated by variations between the 2 years, equatorial and tropical signals being anticorrelated.
analysis, the residual signal over the whole tropical basin, decomposed into complex .empirical orthogonal functions, is found dominated by variations between the 2 years, equatorial and tropical signals being anticorrelated.
. Introduction
Satellite altimeter data provide an unprecedented spatial and temporal coverage to monitor dynamic topography and investigate variations of the ocean circulation. In the tropical Atlantic the seasonal variations of Geosat-derived sea level have been compared to those of dynamic height derived from inverted echo sounders (ES) [Carton and Kä&, 1990 ; Amault et d., 19901 , tide gage data prnault and Ventraete, 19921, and expendable bathythermograph (XBT) data pmault et aZ., 1992aJ, as well as to dynamic height climatology [Carton, 1989; Amad et al., 19901 and numerical models m u l t et al., 1990, 199%; Didden and Schott, 19921. In general, the agreement was quite good in the region of strong sea level signal, i.e., near the North Equatorial Countercurrent (NECC). On the other hand, in the G u l f of Guinea the Geosat-derived sea level signal was much smaller than other estimates. This difference was mostly attributed to data processing [see A m a d et al., 1992bl. Significant improvements of Geosat data corrections have been achieved since, including a relatively precise orbit and better . ocean signal from residual errors can probably be improved using longer sateIlite tracks as compared to former works.
For most ocean studies, Geosat data need to be interpolated from their space-time satellite sampling into regular grids. This is usually done by objective analysis (OA), which relies on a purely statistical basis and on the definition of a priori covariance functions [e.g., De Mey and Robinson, 1987. Among other interests, data assimilation can be considered as a more sophisticated data interpolation approach which takes into account the laws of ocean dynamics (see Ghìl and Manalotteh l i [1991] for a review). In this approach the quality of the interpolation depends both on the model and on the assimilation technique. If the model is too simple, most of the signal . contained in the observations will be eliminated, and assimilation will be a poor interpolator. Such experiments may, however, be useful to extract signals of interest from the data [e.g., Gaspar and Wunsch, 1989; Fu et al., 19911 . On the other hand, if the model is too complex, assimilation becomes too onerous for simple data interpolation.
Among the various assimilation techniques, Kalman filtering [Kalman, 19601 provides an optimal linear estimator of the model state consistent with data and model errors. An important advantage of this technique is in the estimation of error covariances of the filtered signal. It has been investigated by several groups, using Geosat altimeter data and free wave or wind-forced spectral models [e.g., Gaspar and Wunsch, 1989; Fu et al., 1991,19931. In a preliminary experiment, Gounleau er -67 -57 -47 -37 -27 -17 -7 3 13 LONGITUDE Figure 1 . Map of the Geosat tracks used in the analysis. The coverage is that of the reference cycle (cycle 4 from December 29, 1986 29, , to January 15,1987 . The rectangle shows the area for the objective analysis maps (2O0N-2O0S; 1O0E-60W). The asterisk in the Gulf of Guinea indicates Principe Island.
aZ. [1992] assimilated, by this technique, 7 months of Geosat sea level anomalies processed by Amault et al. [1992a] . They used a linear model of the tropical Atlantic Ocean @mault et al., 19901 , which consists of the linearized equations of motion decomposed into vertical modes and forced by wind stress. It was a first attempt of Kalman filtering in such a model that requires a large state vector dimension. In the present work the model will be extended in space to 20"N and 20"S, in order to give a complete representation of the sea surface ìn the tropics, and in time from November 1986 to November 1988 when enough of the Geosat Exact Repeat Mission (ERM) data are available. Because of computational cost the assimilation scheme will be degraded, but without giving up either the description of data error or the estimation of the precision of the final estimate. These simplified filters will be tested by comparison with the complete filter. Fiikumori et al. [1992] and'Fu et al. [1993] have already demonstrated that steady state Kalman filtering does not necessarily degrade the solution. By comparison with OA we investigate the capacity of the assimilation to extract the low-frequency variability of the tropical Atlantic Ocean. Discussions are principally focused on the less energetic areas such as along the equator and in the Gulf of Guinea, which have been little discussed in former studies.
In the next section of this paper we describe the data processing and mapping through OA. In the third section we comment upon oceanographic results deduced from these maps. Indeed, some equatorial propagations are visible and they are tentatively related to wind forcing. These results are also used for comparison with assimilation results. The following parts concern the assimilation. Section 4 describes the model and the assimilation technique. The results are vaiidated statistically and compared with in situ data in section 5. Predicted oceanographic signals are described in terms of propagating wave-like signals and interannual events in section 6. We conclude in section 7.
The Geosat Data

Along-Track Height Residuals
We used a Geosat ERM data set in which several corrections have been improved as compared to the new T2-Geophysical Data Records (n-GDR) [Cheney et al., 19923. They are detailed in Appendix A.
Sea surface height residuals were calculated using the alongtrack technique [Ménard, 19831 but with significant differences compared to former studies. We only kept data belonging to longer than 2200-km arcs (Figure 1 ). Then, we calculated height residuals relative to an almost complete reference cycle (cycle 4, from January 1 to 16, 1987) rather than relative to the mean along each track; indeed, because of data gaps the estimation of the along-track annual mean is biased along certain tracks, even after reduction of orbit error. The choice of the cycle 4 instead of a mean cycle as the reference has been demonstrated even if residuals relative to cycle 4 are more noisy than those relative to a mean cycle. To decrease the risk of pollution of the results by the orbit error of the reference cycle, we reduced the latter by crossover adjustment between its ascending and descending passes. For each cycle relative to cycle 4, orbit error is described by a bias and tilt for arcs shorter than 6300 km and by a 2" polynomial for longer arcs (in addition to the global orbit error reduction already applied (see Appendix A)). The height residuals were then smoothed along track with a 120-km cutoff wavelength (Lanczos filter).
At this stage of the processing we had 2 years of height residuals relative to the first 2 weeks of January 1987. Alongtrack wavenumber spectra of our height residuals show a clearcut break near 120 km (due to the Lanczos filter) and, in general, a continuous red pattern for longer wavelengths, up to more than 1500-km wavelengths. Noise is about 2 cm rootmean-squares (rms).
.
Mapping of Sea Level Anomalies Through Objective
Analysis
Objective analysis has been used to derive sea level fields from these height residuals. They were obtained using the same OA mapping routine [De Mey und Robinson, 19871 as Amazilt er al. [1992b] and Didden und Schott [1992] . This routine is suboptimal in the sense that it selects a limited number of data points (22 on the average, in our case) for each grid point estimate. Space and time autocorrelation functions were defined using outputs of the Laboratoire d'océanographie Dynamique et de Climatologie (LODYC) three-dimensional (3-D) primitive equation model [e.g., Reverdin et al., 19911. Along the equator the model has a 0.33" resolution in latitude and on average a 0.75" resolution in longitude; this is compatible with the dynamical ocean features which will be described here, though of course, the model should produce little highfrequency signal, as it is forced with monthly winds. This yielded zonal and meridional decorrelation scales larger than 1000 km and 500 km, respectively. A 15-day temporal decor-relation scale was chosen, in order not to alias high-frequency signals.
The capacity of the mapping routine was tested as follows. The dynamic topography fields derived from the model were subsampled along the Geosat tracks, a 2-cm white noise was added, and the initial signal was reconstructed by OA mapping on a 0.7" longitude and latitude grid. Eighty-eight percent of the variance of the initial signal was recovered. The rms difference between the initial and reconstructed maps was 0.7 cm and did not show the diamond pattern of the Geosat tracks (this was not the case when we used shorter space decorrelation scales). It was also little sensitive to data gaps or isolated missing tracks. For such a noise level, formal error maps were geographically homogeneous around 1 cm.
OA sea level fields were constructed every 10 days. The variance of these maps was 46% of thai of along-track height residuals: for comparistm, 30% of the variance of the alongtrack residuals are on shorter than 2(10-km scales, which have been smoothed by OA. Note also that residual tidal errors should be reduced, as, they occur at different apparent phases along crossing tracks. In further discussion we will use sea level anomalies (SU), obtained from the set of OA maps of height residuals and subtraction of the 2-year average of the OA maps. Space sampling is 2" in longitude and 1 " in latitude to be coherent with outputs from assimilatiofi. Figure 2 . These months are selected for direct comparison with those of Amault et al. [1992b, Figures 14-16 -50.
Variations of Sea Level Anomalies
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-10. Principe Island (7"30'E, l"20") in the Gulf of Guinea ( Figure   1 ). This region is a critical one for altimetry: due to the geometry of the African coast, satellite tracks can be short, so that most of the signal can be eliminated during orbit error reduction [Amault et al:, 1992al. Our processing should partly avoid this difficulty, though SLA estimates are mostly derived from . . . . However, SLA series present significant differences from in situ values. In fact, 50% of the variance of tlie difference can be explained by only two harmonici of 2-cm amplitude and of 120-day and 326-day periods. Both are very small in the in situ data. Both are present in S I A and along-track height residuals, which indicates that they are not an artifact of the OA mapping. Most probably, the second is related to deficiencies of tlie tidal corrections: indeed, by comparison with the more recent models derived from the TOPEX-POSEIDON data, the SchwiderSki [i9801 model presents errors of the order of 5-10 cm in the Gulf of Guinea. n e s e errors should mostly appear at the 316-day aliased përiod of the M2 tide, as sampled by the Geosat orbit. Fortunately, this tidal error is large only to the east of 4"E.
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The 120-day harmonic seems related to orbit error reduction: it appears betWeen 10" and 35"s in the height residuals of the track near Principè but in phase opposition with its occurrence at Principe. This suggests that it corresponds to an actual subtropical signal, which is partly absorbed by the orbit error reduction and thus aliased at Principe. The minimum in the SLA time series occurring in March-April 1988 (Figure 3 ) depends on the SLA harmonics. It does not exist in the work by A m a 9 and Cheney [1994] , who used the inverse barometer correction in their data processing in contrast to the present processing which is done on very long arcs. The effects of atmospheric pressure are significant out of the tropics and could be at the origin of the 120-day harmonic. p e s e SLA harmonics are large near Principe, because of the limited amount of data. They do not occur elsewhere, where data from six different tracks are generally used to estimate one OA grid point; indeed, both the phase of tidal errors and the residual orbit errors are different along ascending and descending tracks. Because of this effect, correlation between our SJA series and tide gage data at Principe is 0.59 only. I t increases to 0.80 when the two harmonics are subtracted from the SLA signals. The variance of the latteyis then 63% of that of the former.
In both altimetric and in situ data the 1987 upwelling signal i (low sea level) in the Gulf of Guinea occurs in June-July (Figure 3 ), i.e., 1 month earlier than in 1988, but with about the same intensity. This 1-month upwelling phase lag between 1987 and 1988 is clearly confirmed on the corresponding SLA maps (not shown). Along the equatorial band (e.g., Figure 2b ), the corresponding negative anomaly extends to about 30"W. This difference between the 2 years could result from both the thermodynamic and the wind forcing. Figure 4 shows the time evolution of zonal wind stress anomalies between 1"s and 1"N, as a function of longitude. It indicates that zonal wind intensification west of 25"W occurs 1 month later in 1988 than in 1987, so that it could be the main cause of the sea level difference.
The September-October 1987 high sea level signal at Principe ( Figure 3) is mostly confined to the east of 2"E ( Figure   2c ). Figure 4 suggests that it is correlated with a positive zonal wind anomaly, limited to the eastern coast. Thus, while most of the sea level variations in the Gulf of Guinea seem related to remote events, the September signal is probably due to local wind forcing. This introduces a local semiannual harmonic to the SLA (note though that deep in the Gulf, this harmonic is polluted by tidal errors on S2 and K1, whose aliased periods are close to 180 days). .,,--
-20. ond signal in importance is semiannual and particularly present in the east [e.g., Merle and Amuult, 19851. We will not analyze them further as they are relatively well described in the literature. We will rather concentrate on higher-frequency signals. Contrary to the Pacific Ocean, it is difficult to observe propagating equatorial waves in the Atlantic: the timescale for their crossing of this basin is short, their amplitude is small, they are superimposed on the dominant seasonal signal in equilibrium with wind stress, and fluctuations of the wind forcing occur over a large fraction of the basin (e.g., Figure 4) Figure 5) . They also are at the level of 2.6-cm rms and can be mostly described as coherent structures extending over more than 20" in longitude (more than the zonal decorrelation scale of the OA mapping). They tend to be more frequent in 1988. Their amplitudes are attenuated east of 4"W (this can partly be an effect of the African coast geometry on data processing). They have about 3" latitudinal extension north and south of the equator. Apparently, some of them are propagating eastward and cross the basin in about 1 month. Their apparent phase speeds were estimated at each longitude through a zonal space and time-lag correlation matrix analysis; errors were determined by the rms of the estimations across the basin. The apparent phase speed averages velocities representative of the different effects present in the temporal window and zonal .. range chosen for the correlation matrix analysis. Positive SLA features will be considered as "downwelling events," and negative S U features will be considered as "upwelling events." The most significant feature, the downwelling event of January 1988, presents a 2 k 0.5 m s-l apparent phase speed, suggesth g a first-baroclinic-mode Kelvin wave. On the other hand, the upwelling February-March 1988 feature has an apparent phase speed of 1.3 k 0.3 m s-', coherent with a secondbaroclinic-mode Kelvin wave.
Qualitatively, all these features can be associated with variations of the zonal wind stress shown on Figure 4 , easterly wind anomalies for upwelling events and westerly wind anomalies for downwelling events. Except in January 1988 and possibly in October 1988, the wind anomalies do not occur simultaneously over the whole basin. The January 1988 SLA feature started from the western Atlantic at a time of strong wind stress release exTending over the whole basin (for comparison this release is much better defined than in 1987). Given the size of the tropical Atlantic basin, the monthly sampling of the wind field does not allow a detailed analysis of the time evolution of this release. In particular, it could trigger a sea level downwelling event at all longitudes and not a single freely propagating Kelvin wave.
Model and Assimilation Method
The Model
The model [see Amault et al., 1990 Amault et al., , 1992a computes the linear response of the tropical Atlantic Ocean to wind forcing through baroclinic modes. Its mesh size is 2" in longitude and I" in latitude, and the basin extends from 20"N to 20"s and -20. In effect, the "observations" to be assimilated ( z ) were pseudodynamic heights and resulted from the addition of Geosat sea level anomalies ( r ) and the local dynamic height reference (hrCf) minus the bias ( b ) (i.e., z = r + hrCf -b).
The optimality of the filter depends on the quality of the error covariance matrices (R and Q). One must take into account the measurement errors into R and errors on the forcing of the model into Q. A third term is important and corresponds to the unmodeled physics, present in the observations but not in the model. The error covariance function of the observations (R) was the same as that given by Gourdeau el a¿. [1992] . It is representative of instrumental noise, of residual errors of the satellite orbit (after processing), and of uncertainties in the geophysical corrections. The covariance function was characterized by a 14.5-cm2 variance and an along-track zero crossing at 800 km (thus R is not diagonal). Each track was considered independent. Following Miller and Cane [ 19891 and Fu et a¿. [1993] , the main source of error included in the model error covariance (Q) came from uncertainties on the wind forcing. We defined random wind stress errors from the error covariance function of the wind (defined as in the work by Miller and Cane [ 19891) . Then, the model was run during 1 year using wind stress fields [Servain and Lukas, 19901 randomly modified within this error covariance. Model error variances were computed from the difference with the "reference" run. This model error cumulates effects of a 1-year noisy wind stress. As, in principle, Q must represent the error of the model during one time step, these error variances require some adjustment. This adjustment will also take into account the unmodeled error: we used the same empirical approach as Fukumon et al. [1992] , by describing the unmodeled error as a fraction of the error due to wind stress error. Therefore model error variances defined above were further adjusted by a constant factor, using a trial and error approach, so that the model prediction would explain the greatest part of the signal variance from the observations. In order to save computer time, we actually applied a suboptimal Kalman filter. The influence of one particular observation is defined by the corresponding column of the gain matrix K. We selected a minimum value under which elements of K were set to zero. This value was fixed at lo-'. In terms of dynamic height anomaly the information brought by such a lo-' gain is 5 orders of magnitude smaller than the predicted anomaly. The analyzed field and its error covariance matrix P were then computed using only the nonzero rows of the gain matrix. Comparisons with the compIete calcuiation during a 1-month period demonstrated that neither the error covariance matrix P nor the variance of the predicted state vector was modified by this truncation. This operation reduced the computational cost, and assimilation of 1 month of data "only" required 3 hours of CPU time on a CRAY 2 computer as compared to the original 20 hours for a state vector dimension of 9348. .
The initial state vectorX(0) corresponds to the state of the model in November 1986, and the associated error covariance matrix P(0) is initialized using the variance of the initial state. After assimilation of 5 months of data, from November 1986 to March 1987, with the complete filter, the error covariance matrix of the estimate (P) became stationary (when averaged over a period of 17 days corresponding to the cycle of Geosat, so that the data sampling be homogeneous). Then, we fixed P at its stationary value and the steady state filter was run until November 1988. The cost of this final calculation was comparatively very small (30 min for a I-month data assimilation). It was again verified that the results were unaffected by comparison with the complete calculation during a 1-month period (see also Fir et al. [ 19931) .
Statistical Analysis and Comparison With In Situ Data
Internal Statistics of the Filter
The statistical evaluation of the filter enables us to validate the error covariance matrices, the steady state filter, and the performance of the model solution. The rms error of the predicted sea level (diagonal of matrix P) is shown in Figure 6 . The error.decreases from 5 cm within the equatorial waveguide to 1-2 cm at the meridional boundaries. This is due to the no-slip boundary conditions and to the Rayleigh friction coefficient of the model, which was artificially increased at the meridional boundaries. This may also reflect equatorial wave dynamics as wave amplitudes are smaller away from the equator. The error increases close to shore in the Gulf of Guinea, in part because of the few Geosat observations available there. Near the northern and southern boundaries, when rms errors are very small, observations have practically no influence on assimilation. For this reason we will only consider the region between 16"N and 16"s. In particular. all spatial averages will be computed inside this domain.
Space covariances of the predicted sea level, as well as between surface pressure and horizontal velocities. have also been analyzed: decorrelation space scales are larger than the a priori value for data errors.
We applied the analysis procedure of Gaspm arid IViiriscli [i9891 (see also Fil et al. [1991, 19931) . The following parameters were analyzed Among the 93% of variance explained by the analysis, we found that 50% came from (c'), 33% came from ( r ' ) , and 10% came from 2(rc) (Figure 7) . So altimetric residuals have contributed for a significant part to the variance of the analysis, as can also be seen by looking at the temporal evolution of these quantities averaged every 17 days. The first statistical criterion for the coherency of the filter is close to being verified except for a 8% loss of the signal variance (10.5 cm2) .
To analyze this "lost" signal, results from the linear model with assimilation were compared to altimetric SLA (Figure 8 ). Averaged over the domain, the variance of their difference is equal to 12 an2 only. Stronger variances are located in nonlinear areas like the shear between the North Equatorial Current (NEC) and the North Equatorial Counter Current and close to the Brazil coast. Differences are not significant everywhere else. The difference between the analyzed fields and the 3-D nonlinear LODYC model showed similar amplitudes (12 cm2 on the average) and geography. Most probably, the observation signal which was not assimilated in the linear model is due to nonlinear physics contained in the observations and filtered by the model. In principle, this nonlinear physics should have been included in the unmodeled error, but its geography is different from that of the wind-induced model error, which we used for its representation.
For the second criterion we found a 24cm2 difference between U, (55 cm' ) and ( e, ) + ( e: ) (16.5 + 14.5 = 31 c").
A priori, this result is unsatisfactory. However, because of the grid size of the model (2" longitude by 1" latitude), short wavelength signals can exist in the observations that are filtered out by the model. In order to illustrate this effect, data were smoothed by a 5-point running mean (210-km cutoff wavelength, close to the model grid size). E , still explained 93% of the signal variance, but U, was reduced to 41 cm' . (e,), K" short-dashed line) and predicted fields ((e;) + (e:), correlated with the variance of the difference between SLA and predicted fields. The filter is thus found coherent except in limited areas. The assimilation probably filters the nonlinear physics present in the observations, in addition to signals of shorter wavelength than the model resolution. Error covariance matrices should be better defined to take into account more accurately the unmodeled nonlinear physics in specific areas.
Comparison With Tide Gage Data at Principe Island
As in section 3.2 we compared the assimilated sea level fields and the tide gage data at Principe Island (Figure 3) . The model results without assimilation are also presented. Despite a smaller signal than in situ values the latter are reasonably good and do show the semiannual signal. However, they present an important 2-month phase difference with in situ data during the first 8 months. (This difference is also present in the LODYC 3-D model, which suggests that it could be due to the wind forcing, including its monthly resolution).
The predicted state is in good agreement with in situ data and the 1987 upwelling phase lag has disappeared. Even though the signal is quite small relative to error limits ( Figure  6 ), correlation between predicted state and tide gage data is 0.70: the predicted signal is actually closer to in situ data than SLA! No 320-day signal is found in the difference between the predicted state and in situ data, suggesting that local tidal errors have been filtered. Amplitude of the 120-day harmonics is reduced by a factor of 3 , compared to S U . The October 1987 peak is less intense in the prediction (3 cm) than in altimeter or in situ estimates (8 cm). It is interesting to recall that these harmonics were identified as local SLA errors and that the October peak was attributed to a local wind forcing while the other signals seemed remotely forced: this suggests that the assimilated model reproduces large-scale signals more easily than local ones.
Oceanographic Results From Assimilation
In this section we analyze some oceanographic signals obtained by assimilation, using the predicted fields (PR). We discuss anomalies relative to the 2-year mean (November 1986 to November 1988). High-frequency and short-wavelength signals in Geosat data have been filtered by the model assimilation, so that the PR fields are a priori more appropriate to study semi-annual, annual, and interannual signals. -40.
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Figure 11 In order to separate these two last signals, we eliminated the annual and semiannual signals by harmonic analysis at each position. These harmonics correspond to 38 and 11%, respectively, of the signal variance. Then, we analyzed the remaining signal through CEOF decomposition. Component 1 of the latter represents 25% of its variance (and thus 13% of the total signal; note that the sum of the annual and semiannual harmonics and of this CEOF is equal to the sum of the three CEOFs described above). It shows a very regular phase evolution suggesting a quasi-biennial signal (Figure lla) (though of course, this cannot be deciphered with only 2 years of data). Its amplitude fluctuates until July 1988 before it decreases (Figure llb) . This signal is large in the NECC and in the region of the Guinea dome; along the equator it extends with a nearly constant phase between 5"s and 5"N (Figures llc-lld) . This CEOF does not permit us to show high-frequency signals, but its maximum amplitudes correspond to the equatorial propagations mentioned above: for example, the amplitude maxima of January and May 1988 (Figure llb . .
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Conclusions
We have examined high-frequency and interannual variations of the tropical Atlantic Ocean during the November 1986-1988 period with an improved Geosat data set. The effort on the processing of Geosat altimeter data allows a refined description of the sea level signal in the less energetic areas of the domain.
Dynamic height anomalies have first been mapped through objective analysis, using an anisotropic mapping routine. The Geosat signal agrees quite well with in situ tide gage data in the Gulf of Guinea; the difference seems in part due to errors in the tidal or orbit error corrections. Along the equator a strong zonal feature is found in January 1988 (4-cm amplitude), with an apparent phase velocity and a meridional structure consistent with that of a first-mode downwelling equatorial Kelvin wave. It is correlated with a strong release of zonal wind stress across the whole basin. Upwelling in the Gulf of Guinea occurs 1 month earlier in 1987 than in 1988. There the sea level signal seems remotely forced by wind stress in the western Atlantic, except for a 8-cm sea level rise in September-October 1987, which is probably related to a local wind stress anomaly.
Pseudodynamic heights including Geosat along-track height residuals have also been assimilated by Kalman filtering into a simple wind-forced second-baroclinic-mode linear model. Observations have been assimilated along track at their date of measurement, every 21 km between 20"s and 20"N. TO save computer time, the filter has been degraded, mostly by fixing the error covariance matrix of the estimate once the filter has reached its asymptotic behavior but also by setting to zero the off-diagonal elements of the gain matrix, when they were smaller than lo-*. The analyzed fields account for 93% of the variance of the along-track pseudodynamic height signal; 33% of this variance comes from Geosat height residuals. The 8% loss of signal variance is located in a few specific areas, where the dynamics is less linear. Everywhere else, the filter can be considered as a mean for constructing sea level anomaly maps consistent with linear equatorial wave propagation and wind forcing. Comparison of the anomalies predicted by the assimilation (PR) with in situ tide gage data at Principe gives a 0.70 correlation coefficient. By comparison with OA results it is found that the model actually accommodates propagating signals whose phase speeds can be different from those of the second-baroclinic vertical mode of the model; in particular, in January 1988 it reproduces quite well a strong feature, whose apparent velocity is comparable with the phase velocity of a first-baroclinic-mode downwelling Kelvin wave.
Decomposition of the predicted fields into complex empirical orthogonal functions shows a dominant annual signal (mode 1; 38% of the total variance). Components 2 and 3 explain together 25% of the total variance. They include a mixture of semiannual and interannual variabilities. After elimination of the annual and semiannual signals by harmonic analysis the residual signal of the predicted fields is dominated by an apparently biennial signal (component 1 of the residuals; 25% of their variance). This signal is in phase opposition between 5"s and 5"N and higher latitudes. A great part of it can be explained by eastward propagating events along the equator that seem generated by wind stress anomalies in the west.
Nowadays, with the high quality of TOPEXPOSEIDON data, more convincing oceanographic results can be expected.. Equatorial propagating waves would be more easily detectable.
where k denotes time step and subscripts p and a denote model prediction and analysis, respectively, the latter being the best estimate of X combining model forecast with data. A is called the transition matrix which represents the linear equations of the dynamical model. F represents the model forcing by the wind stress, and Q represents the error covariance matrix of the model.
Observations to be assimilated (2) and the state vector of the model (X) must be linearly related z = HX where H is an observation matrix with an interpolation scheme that relies on model pressure to the observation z as defined in section 4.2.
Second, the Kalman filter combines the model prediction with the observations to yield an estimate for X and its error covariance P:
where R is the observation error covariance matrix and.1 is the identity matrix. The matrix K is called the gain matrix and determines the weight of observation in modifying model prediction, based on the respective error covariance of the model and the observation.
Appendix C
The leapfrog temporal scheme of the model is an unstable one. At time step k the model computes the prediction of the state at instant k + 1 (named X(k + I l k ) ) and rectifies the prediction made aì instant k -1 to obtain an estimation at instant k (named X ( k / k ) ) through an Asselin filter:
Prediction at time step k mostly depends on the estimation at instant k -1 (i.e., X(k -l / k -1)). Thus an observation assimilated at time step k -1 on X(k/k -1) has little effect at time step k on X(k + l / k ) . If the observation is assimilated QI I X(k -l/k -l), it has little effect on X(k/k). So observations are assimilated on both X(k/k -1) and X(k -l/k -1)
to have a coherent propagation of the information through the temporal scheme of the model [Gourdeau, 19911 . Implicitly, we thus consider that observations are not evolving between two time steps of the model (4 hours); While doing so, we double the number of observations operating on the estimation of the state vector at hstant k.
